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Wage and Hour Division, Labor § 778.111

Youngerman-Reynolds Hardwood Co., 325
U.S. 419). Section 7(e) of the Act re-
quires inclusion in the ‘‘regular rate’’
of ‘‘all remuneration for employment
paid to, or on behalf of, the employee’’
except payments specifically excluded
by paragraphs (1) through (7) of that
subsection. (These seven types of pay-
ments, which are set forth in § 778.200
and discussed in §§ 778.201 through
778.224, are hereafter referred to as
‘‘statutory exclusions.’’) As stated by
the Supreme Court in the Youngerman-
Reynolds case cited above: ‘‘Once the
parties have decided upon the amount
of wages and the mode of payment the
determination of the regular rate be-
comes a matter of mathematical com-
putation, the result of which is unaf-
fected by any designation of a contrary
‘regular rate’ in the wage contracts.’’

§ 778.109 The regular rate is an hourly
rate.

The ‘‘regular rate’’ under the Act is a
rate per hour. The Act does not require
employers to compensate employees on
an hourly rate basis; their earnings
may be determined on a piece-rate, sal-
ary, commission, or other basis, but in
such case the overtime compensation
due to employees must be computed on
the basis of the hourly rate derived
therefrom and, therefore, it is nec-
essary to compute the regular hourly
rate of such employees during each
workweek, with certain statutory ex-
ceptions discussed in §§ 778.400 through
778.421. The regular hourly rate of pay
of an employee is determined by divid-
ing his total remuneration for employ-
ment (except statutory exclusions) in
any workweek by the total number of
hours actually worked by him in that
workweek for which such compensa-
tion was paid. The following sections
give some examples of the proper
method of determining the regular rate
of pay in particular instances: (The
maximum hours standard used in these
examples is 40 hours in a workweek).

§ 778.110 Hourly rate employee.
(a) Earnings at hourly rate exclusively.

If the employee is employed solely on
the basis of a single hourly rate, the
hourly rate is his ‘‘regular rate.’’ For
his overtime work he must be paid, in
addition to his straight time hourly

earnings, a sum determined by mul-
tiplying one-half the hourly rate by the
number of hours worked in excess of 40
in the week. Thus a $6 hourly rate will
bring, for an employee who works 46
hours, a total weekly wage of $294 (46
hours at $6 plus 6 at $3). In other words,
the employee is entitled to be paid an
amount equal to $6 an hour for 40 hours
and $9 an hour for the 6 hours of over-
time, or a total of $294.

(b) Hourly rate and bonus. If the em-
ployee receives, in addition to his earn-
ings at the hourly rate, a production
bonus of $9.20, the regular hourly rate
of pay is $6.20 an hour (46 hours at $6
yields $276; the addition of the $9.20
bonus makes a total of $285.20; this
total divided by 46 hours yields a rate
of $6.20). The employee is then entitled
to be paid a total wage of $303.80 for 46
hours (46 hours at $6.20 plus 6 hours at
$3.10, or 40 hours at $6.20 plus 6 hours at
$9.30).

[46 FR 7309, Jan. 23, 1981]

§ 778.111 Pieceworker.
(a) Piece rates and supplements gen-

erally. When an employee is employed
on a piece-rate basis, his regular hour-
ly rate of pay is computed by adding
together his total earnings for the
workweek from piece rates and all
other sources (such as production bo-
nuses) and any sums paid for waiting
time or other hours worked (except
statutory exclusions): This sum is then
divided by the number of hours worked
in the week for which such compensa-
tion was paid, to yield the piecework-
er’s ‘‘regular rate’’ for that week. For
his overtime work the piece-worker is
entitled to be paid, in addition to his
total weekly earnings at this regular
rate for all hours worked, a sum equiv-
alent to one-half this regular rate of
pay multiplied by the number of hours
worked in excess of 40 in the week. (For
an alternative method of complying
with the overtime requirements of the
Act as far as pieceworkers are con-
cerned, see § 778.418.) Only additional
half-time pay is required in such cases
where the employee has already re-
ceived straight-time compensation at
piece rates or by supplementary pay-
ments for all hours worked. Thus, if
the employee has worked 50 hours and
has earned $245.50 at piece rates for 46
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